Temple Bulletins 2021-2022

The Bulletin provides enrolled students with the information they need regarding their chosen academic path and helps prospective students make important enrollment decisions.

The information in this bulletin is subject to change by Temple University at any time. Neither this bulletin nor any parts of it may be relied upon as a contract between Temple University and any student, applicant, or other user of this site. All prospective and current students should consult with appropriate University Offices to verify current information and the status of policies, programs, descriptions of curricula, or other information in this bulletin.

Undergraduate Bulletin
The current Undergraduate Bulletin is for students who began school in Fall 2021.
For students who began prior to Fall 2021, see the Archives.
- 2021-2022 Undergraduate Bulletin
- Archived Undergraduate Bulletins

Graduate & Professional Bulletin
The current Graduate and Professional Bulletin is for students who began school in Fall 2021.
For students who began prior to Fall 2021, see the Archives.
- 2021-2022 Graduate & Professional Bulletin
- Archived Graduate & Professional Bulletins

Other Resources
Admissions
Courses
DARS
Fly In 4
Class Schedule